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Abstract
In the current study, the influence of the physical context and the knowledge of artworks on the aesthetic experience of installation
art is tested for the first time. We assessed non-experts in the field of art (N = 158) who viewed interactive installations in either
the art gallery context or the classroom. Some participants knew both the artworks’ titles and the curator descriptions, some knew
only the titles, and some had no contextual information. We tested both the aesthetic emotions and the aesthetic judgments. For
the measurement of aesthetic emotions, we used the Self-Assessment Manikin approach including the traditional dimensions of
affect and the measurement of recently-proposed dimensions such as origin or subjective significance. The study replicated
previous findings that the gallery context enhances the aesthetic experience – both of art appreciation and aesthetic emotions.
Moreover, our results showed that the emotions caused by viewing the installation in the gallery had more of an automatic source
(metaphorically coming Bfrom the heart^) and were more subjectively significant than aesthetic emotions experienced in the
classroom context. Curatorial information increased the understanding and appreciation of the works of installation art, and also
caused the aesthetic emotion to be more positive and more intensive; while having knowledge about the titles did not influence
the aesthetic experience.
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Introduction

The interactivity of museums usually refers to interface de-
sign, particularly in art and science exhibitions or children’s
museums. Interactivity understood in this way appears to in-
crease the audience’s involvement in learning about museum
exhibits and plays an educational role. Most often, interactive
objects refer only to museum exhibits, while the interaction of
spectators with the exhibits themselves is not permitted. On
the one hand, the interactive art exhibitions in which visitors
can touch works of art are rare (perhaps because the curators
do not want the exhibition spaces to be associated with a
playground, or perhaps because the artworks could be
damaged) (Barry 2014).

On the other hand, many contemporary artistic practices
require the active participation of the spectator. This is the case
for performances, conceptual artworks and installations
(Dezeuze 2010). One of the critical features of installation
art is that it is interactive – but not necessarily in the sense
that the viewer can touch a work of art. It may well be the
interactivity resulting from the fact that viewers dwelling or
moving around in the area of the installation becomes part of
the artwork (Pelowski et al. 2018a).

Although installations are one of the most important phe-
nomena in contemporary art, they have rarely been the object
of the interest of empirical aesthetics. Kapoula et al. (2011),
which focused on the movements of viewers’ bodies in rela-
tion to the components of Richard Serra’s monumental instal-
lation Promenade (2008), noted this inadequate level of atten-
tion. Tröndle et al. (2014) analysed the aesthetic experience
evoked by the artistic interventions of A Label Level (2009),
created by Nedko Solakov, in St. Gallen Fine Arts Museum in
Switzerland. The researchers were interested in what audience
and work of art characteristics cause the artist’s creations to be
interpreted by the audience as art. In the exploratory study, in
which the issue of the aesthetic response to installation art was
addressed, an integrative approach was adopted (Pelowski
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et al. 2018a). Researchers invited participants to the Baroque,
Baroque (2015–2016) exhibition by Olafur Elliasson and test-
ed spectators’ emotions and visual attention, artwork ap-
praisals and interpretations of two installations. Pelowski
et al.’s latest study on installation art was focused on emotion
sharing and understanding between working artists and per-
ceivers of their installations (Pelowski et al. 2018b). All four
studies of installation art reception presented here were con-
ducted in exhibition spaces, and their authors do not indicate
whether the titles, curatorial descriptions or other information
about the artworks were available to viewers.

Both the physical context and the knowledge of works of
art affect the aesthetic experience of the recipients (see
Pelowski et al. 2017a for a review). Individuals who viewed
the paintings in the context of a gallery appreciated themmore
than the viewers who were shown reproductions of paintings,
art photographs and collages outside the gallery (Brieber et al.
2015b; Brieber et al. 2014; Locher and Dolese 2004; Locher
et al. 1999, 2001; Specker et al. 2017). When separately ma-
nipulating physical contexts (museum vs laboratory) and gen-
uineness (genuine vs reproduction), the museum enhancement
effect was not revealed when assessing conceptual artworks
related to the medium of photography (Brieber et al. 2015a),
but was shown in the case of canvas paintings (Grüner et al.
2019): figurative and abstract painted art was liked more and
rated as more interesting in the museum than in the laboratory.
It is likely that Brieber and colleagues (Brieber et al. 2015a)
did not reveal the effect of the physical context because of the
use of photography – an art medium that may not benefit from
an Bin person^ viewing context. Therefore, the argument can
be made that tangible formal aspects must be seen Bin person^
so that the gallery’s context can be revealed (cf. Brieber et al.
2015a vs Grüner et al. 2019). Viewers are likely especially
focused on these aspects during the reception of the art of
installation due to its interactive nature (cf. Pelowski et al.
2018a). That is why in the current study, we consider the
gallery context effect toward the installation art.

Having knowledge of works of art, resulting from the
knowledge of their title or description, positively affects aes-
thetic experience (Belke et al. 2010; Cupchik et al. 1994;
Gerger and Leder 2015; Jucker et al. 2014; Leder et al.
2006; Millis 2001; Russell 2003; Russell and Milne 1997;
Specht 2010; Swami 2013). If art is viewed in conditions in
which the recipients have the opportunity (i.e. enough time) to
analyze the piece of art, elaborative contextual information
semantically corresponding to the artwork increases viewers’
ratings of comprehension and/or appreciation (cf. Belke et al.
2010; Cupchik et al. 1994; Gerger and Leder 2015; Jucker
et al. 2014; Leder et al. 2006; Mullennix et al. 2018; Swami
2013). Even in viewers aged 4 to 5, the positive effects of a
curatorial guiding tour on the liking of contemporary art
were found (Szubielska et al. 2018b). Contextual infor-
mation about a piece of art increase individuals’ evaluation of

contemporary art, especially when individuals simultaneously
view the artwork and listen to contextual information about it
(Szubielska et al. 2018a).

According to our knowledge, the influence of the physical
context and the knowledge of works of art on the aesthetic
experience of installation art has not been tested so far.
Researching the reception of installations in exhibition spaces
ensures their external validity (cf. Tschacher et al. 2012) be-
cause the natural context for the reception of art is a museum
or gallery (cf. Pelowski et al. 2017a). This appears to be par-
ticularly true in the case of installation art, which is often site-
specific and requires viewer interaction (cf. Pelowski et al.
2018a). The context of a gallery allows visitors to fully expe-
rience the work of art, which is available not only for visual
modality but is often experienced physically through almost
all senses. Although viewing art in a gallery seems to be the
most typical method of experiencing art, it is not the only one.
For various reasons, we do not always have the opportunity to
reach the exhibition we are interested in – consequently, we
may view photos and films posted by galleries on their
websites. Therefore, it would be worth testing how the instal-
lation affects the emotions and aesthetic judgments of the
recipients when viewed as an original in the gallery and how
this compares to experiencing it outside the gallery in a
digitised form. Installations, as an example of conceptual art,
might be challenging for a viewer who is not an expert in the
field of art (cf. Pelowski et al. 2018a). Hence the answer to the
question of what kind of contextual information helps non-
experts to understand and appreciate the art of installations is
essential. Is it enough for viewers to get acquainted with the
titles of the installation? Alternatively, they will perhaps need
more clues – in the form of descriptions of works (e.g. pre-
pared by curators) to understand the artist’s idea and react in a
more positive way to a work of art?

In the current study, we tested the influence of the physical
context and contextual information about works on the aes-
thetic experience of installation art, and differentiated between
aesthetic emotion and aesthetic judgments (cf. Leder et al.
2004). There are two distinct approaches to assessing emo-
tions. One is based on the adjectives scales, similar to those
used for measuring mood (Watson et al. 1988). The main
drawback for this approach is to answer the question
expressed by the word; one has to activate the verbal repre-
sentation of emotion. Such processes influence the emotions
experienced, silencing them. Therefore the measurement may
be biased by the method itself (Herbette and Rimé 2004). The
second approach, developed to eliminate the need for the ver-
balization of emotion, was postulated by Lang (1980) with the
introduction of Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM) scales. The
SAM is a schematic representation of a human figure, show-
ing the symptoms of emotional reactions (Imbir 2016a) that
progress gradually from one figure to another. The original
SAM scales were designed to represent the three factors
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identified in differential semantic studies (Osgood et al. 1957),
which describe the variability of emotional assessments
of stimuli: valence/pleasantness, arousal/energy and
dominance/control (Moors et al. 2013). The idea of SAMs is
simple; a participant has to choose the state most resembling
their current feeling. Due to the pictorial nature of SAMs, no
verbalization is required, therefore the assessment of emotion-
al states should not interfere with individuals’ experiences of
the emotion. Recently, the SAM scales for additional factors
derived from the dual-processes theory of emotion formation
were proposed (Imbir 2016b; Jarymowicz and Imbir 2015),
namely, origin and subjective significance. The origin of an
affective reaction to stimuli facilitates the measurement of the
automatic (metaphorically described as Bfrom the heart^ in the
measurement method, cf. SAM scale for origin) vs reflective
(metaphorically described as Bfrom the mind^) mechanisms
responsible for emotion. The subjective significance of affec-
tive reactions is supposed to be a reflective form of activation
(similar to arousal) but based on a conscious attitude towards
the importance of the situation, stimulating one’s willingness
to engage in the demanding processing required by the reflec-
tive mind (Imbir 2016b). The SAM scales appear to be a
reliable method for the assessment of emotional reactions to
different aesthetic stimuli, including musical excerpts of
pieces from different genres (Imbir and Gołąb 2017). So far,
however, the assessment of visual arts using SAM scales ex-
tended by the dimensions of origin (automatic vs reflective, cf.
Jarymowicz and Imbir 2015) and their respective significance
has not been studied.

Based on earlier studies on contemporary art reception, we
hypothesized the positive effects of both the gallery context
(compared with the classroom context) and listening to con-
textual information about a piece of art on the aesthetic expe-
rience of installation art by non-expert adults in the field of
visual arts. With reference to the enhancement of aesthetic
judgments, we predicted that (H1) individuals who view in-
stallations in the gallery context appreciate an exhibition more
than individuals who view installations in a classroom (cf.
Brieber et al. 2015b; Grüner et al. 2019). We also predicted
that viewers who have more contextual information about
installations (no information vs. original title only vs. original
title and curatorial description containing interpretation)1 (H2)
rate them asmore understandable (cf. Jucker et al. 2014; Leder
et al. 2006; Millis 2001; Russell 2003; Russell and Milne
1997; Swami 2013) and (H3) appreciate them more (cf.
Belke et al. 2010; Cupchik et al. 1994; Jucker et al. 2014;
Millis 2001; Swami 2013). Additionally, we formulated two
hypotheses concerning aesthetic emotions. We expected that

observers in the gallery context (compared with the classroom
context) would assess the affective experiences induced
by contact with installation art: (H4) as originating nat-
urally (metaphorically coming more Bfrom the heart^) –
as in the case of installations, artworks can be physically
experienced – therefore viewers in the gallery context may be
focused on their natural bodily sensations (cf. Pelowski et al.
2018a); and (H5) as more subjectively significant – because
original artworks exposited in an art gallery have a spe-
cial aura (cf. Hayn-Leichsenring 2017). Finally, we also
questioned whether contextual knowledge changes the
emotional experience of the viewers of installation art,
but this was treated as an exploratory question.

Method

Participants

The study involved 158 participants (34 males) between 19
and 31 years of age (Mage = 21.47, SD = 1.78); initially, the
total sample size was N = 161, but three individuals resigned
during the study and failed to provide any answers.
Participants were studying for a master’s of psychology de-
gree. They did not have any formal or informal training in
creating art or art history. None of the participants had previ-
ously seen the interactive exhibition in Galeria Labirynt. The
sample was divided into five experimental groups: (1) – those
who viewed the exhibition in the gallery and knew the titles of
the artworks (N = 26); (2) – those who viewed the exhibition
in the gallery and knew both the titles and curatorial descrip-
tions of artworks (N = 24); (3) – those who viewed the video
documentation of the exhibition outside of the gallery without
knowing the titles nor descriptions (N = 33); (4) – those who
viewed the video documentation of the exhibition outside of
the gallery and knew the titles (N = 36); (5) – those who
viewed the video documentation of the exhibition outside of
the gallery and knew both the titles and the descriptions
(N = 39).

Materials

The materials used in the experiments were the installation
artworks – together with their titles and curator’s de-
scription – making up the Art Ingredients exhibition,
shown at the Galeria Labirynt gallery in Lublin from 26
May 2018 until 15 July 2018.

The exhibition consisted of eleven interactive artworks
which may be considered installations. Their authors were
mostly young, relatively unknown artists (see Appendix).
The curators (Anna Szary and Agata Sztorc) assumed that
all exposed works would not only be touched by viewers but
also transformed by the audience to a lesser or greater extent.

1 Because the study was conducted in a gallery under natural circumstances,
i.e., with the titles of installations accessible to all viewers on the exhibition
space walls (because it might consider the fact that the title of the artwork is
part of the artwork), there was no condition of lack of information about the
artworks in the gallery context condition.
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The curatorial team chose works that could be safely trans-
formed analogously (possible interactions with the artworks
are described in Appendix). All artworks were presented in
one exhibition room (23 m width × 17.4 m long × 7.6 m high
in the highest place). The exhibition layout was designed by
the curators in conjunction with the artists.

The descriptions were the original text provided by the
gallery (see Appendix). No specialized vocabulary was used
in this information, and it took approximately 20–30 s to read
each description out loud.

For the dependent value measurement of emotional reac-
tions to art, the SAM scales were used, alongside the Polish
descriptions proposed by Imbir (2016a). Each SAM scale
consisted of 5 different humanoid figures expressing different
emotional states. Participants had to rate their emotional state
while viewing the artworks with the use of a 9-point Likert
scale, depicting certain states illustrated on the SAM figures or
states located somewhere between figures.

Procedure

The research was group-based (in each group there were be-
tween 9 to 16 individuals) and was carried out in the gallery or
outside of it. Participants were familiarized with the descrip-
tions of the SAM scales used for assessing emotional reactions
to artworks. Subsequently, all respondents were informed that
it was an interactive exhibition and they were permitted to
touch the installations and interact with the works of art.2

Participants viewed 11 works of art in a fixed order (see
Appendix). After viewing each piece, they assessed their af-
fective experience evoked by a particular installation on five
9-point Likert SAM scales in a fixed order: valence/
pleasantness (negative vs. positive), activity/arousal (low vs.
high), power/dominance (low vs. high), origin (automatic vs.
reflective) and subjective significance (low vs. high) (see
Imbir 2016a). After viewing all of the artworks, participants
rated the exhibition overall (staying in the exhibition room – in
a gallery condition or from memory – in a classroom condi-
tion) on five 7-point scales (in a fixed order) referring to aes-
thetic judgments. The endings of the scales were described as
follows: Bugly – beautiful^, Brepulsive – fascinating^, Bincom-
prehensible – understandable^, Bkitsch – masterpiece^ and BI
definitely don’t like it – I definitely like it^. Finally, the re-
spondents assessed their knowledge of art and interest in con-
temporary art on a 7-point scale (the exact wordings were: BI
have a lot of knowledge about art^ and BI am interested in
contemporary art^; the endings of the scales were Bdefinitely
disagree^ and Bdefinitely agree^). All responses were given on
paper. The entire study lasted for roughly 45 min.

Participants who viewed the exhibition in the gallery con-
text (randomly assigned to two experimental conditions to
participants who signed up for the study at a precise date
and time: knowing titles and knowing both titles and descrip-
tions) were organized into groups at the entrance of the exhi-
bition hall. They were told the exhibition title, and they were
invited to view the exhibition piece by piece. Participants were
given an unlimited amount of time in which to view eachwork
of art. However, all respondents in a group had to evaluate
their current work of art before proceeding to the next instal-
lation. Viewing each installation began with introducing its
title or both its title and its description (the conductor of the
experiment read the curator’s information), followed by the
conductor’s demonstration of how one may interact with that
particular work of art. Viewers could then touch and interact
with the works if they felt like it.

Participants who viewed the exhibition outside of a gallery
were tested in the university’s classrooms. They were random-
ly assigned three conditions based on the information they
would receive about the artworks: both titles and descriptions;
only titles; neither titles nor descriptions. In the first two con-
ditions, the participants were also given the title of the exhi-
bition, while in the third condition the title of the exhibition
was unknown to respondents. Each installation was presented
in the form of video material using a multimedia projector. All
participants were explicitly told that the videos of a person
manipulating the artworks were showing a work of art (as it
could influence the aesthetic appraisals – cf. Pelowski et al.
2017b). The short video (lasting about 20–30 s) showed one
of the experiment’s conductors interacting with a work of art
in an exemplary way. In conditions where participants knew
the titles of the exhibitions, the viewing of each video was
preceded by reading the title of the artwork in question on
behalf of the experiment’s conductor. In cases where the par-
ticipants knew the descriptions, the conductor of the experi-
ment read the curatorial information during each recording.

Results

Analyses were performed using IBM SPSS 25.0. In the first
step, we compared the knowledge of art and interest in con-
temporary art declared in each group of participants. Neither
knowledge, F(4,153) = 1.20, p = .313 nor interest, F(4,153) =
1.40, p = .235 was significantly different between the groups
of viewers. Participants generally declared a moderate knowl-
edge of art and interest in contemporary art (respectivelyM =
3.29, SD = 1.42 and M = 3.12, SD = 1.54 on a scale with a
maximum score of 7). In the second step, we analyzed
Pearson’s correlation coefficients between five dimensions
of aesthetic judgments (see Table 1). As all correlations be-
tween the dimensions of aesthetic judgments – beauty, fasci-
nation, mastery, and liking – were positive and had at least

2 This information was also given in the control group, who did not know the
titles or descriptions of the works – so that the subjects would not be surprised
if the experimenter touched and interacted with artworks.
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moderate strength, we decided to build a composite score of
aesthetic preference by averaging these four scales.

Descriptive statistics on the dependent variables
concerning aesthetic emotions (i.e., valence, arousal, domi-
nance, origin, and subjective significance) and aesthetic judg-
ments (i.e., understanding and preference) are presented in
Table 2.

To examine the impact of physical context and knowledge
about artworks on viewers’ affective experience and aesthetic
judgments, we computed a multivariate analyses of variance
(MANOVAs) with physical context (2: gallery, classroom)
and knowledge about the artworks (2: title, title and descrip-
tion) as between-participant factors and dependent variables
concerning aesthetic emotions (5: valence, arousal, domi-
nance, origin, subjective significance) and aesthetic judg-
ments (2: understanding, preference), respectively. The level
of significance was defined at 0.05. We calculated analyses of
variance (ANOVAs) following significant MANOVAs (cf.
Bock 1975). To examine the impact of knowledge of artworks
on viewers’ affective experience and aesthetic judgments, and
taking into account the control situation when participants
knew neither the title of the exhibition nor the titles of the
artworks, we analysed only the data coming from participants
who viewed the videotaped installations in a classroom con-
text by computing MANOVAs with knowledge about

artworks (3: control condition, title, title and description) as
the between-participant factors and dependent variables
concerning aesthetic emotions (5) and aesthetic judgments
(2), respectively. Again, we then calculated ANOVAs that
followed significant MANOVAs’ effects. Moreover, signifi-
cant effects in ANOVAs were followed up by post hoc com-
parisons using Bonferroni adjustments.

Aesthetic Emotional Experience

The MANOVAs with physical context (2) and knowledge of
artworks (2) as between-participant factors and the five SAM
scales as the dependent variables yielded significant main ef-
fects of the physical context, Wilks’ Λ = .70, F(5, 117) =
10.06, p < .001, ηp

2 = .30, and knowledge about artworks,
Wilks’ Λ = .84, F(5, 117) = 4.52, p = .001, ηp

2 = .16. The in-
teraction between the effect of the physical context and
knowledge about artworks was not significant, Wilks’
Λ = .98, F(5, 117) = .45, p = .814.

The physical context had a considerable effect on affective
ratings, expressed using four scales: valence, arousal, origin,
and subjective significance (see Table 3). Participants who
viewed the works of art in a gallery, in comparison to the
digital viewers, who viewed the installations in a classroom,
felt more positive emotions (Mgallery = 6.43, SD = .81 vs.
Mclassroom = 5.62, SD = .95), were more aroused (Mgallery =
5.60, SD = .84 vs. Mclassroom = 4.64, SD = 1.19), had the
source of their emotions in the automatic to a greater extent
than in the reflective origins (origin: Mgallery = 4.60, SD = .85
vs. Mclassroom = 5.14, SD = 1.08), and deemed their aesthetic
emotions as more important (Mgallery = 4.94, SD = 1.10 vs.
Mclassroom = 4.39, SD = 1.34).

Knowledge about the artworks had a significant influence
on the following aspects of affective response: valence, dom-
inance, and subjective significance (see Table 3). Participants

Table 1 Pairwise correlations between all dimensions of aesthetic
judgments

Fascination Understanding Mastery Liking

Beauty .573* .425* .552* .710*

Fascination .465* .677* .722*

Understanding .361* .488*

Mastery .631*

* = p < .001

Table 2 Means of aesthetic
emotion on the following
dimensions: valence, arousal,
dominance, origin, subjective
significance, and aesthetic
judgments: understanding and
preference in each group.
standard deviations are presented
in parentheses

Gallery context Classroom context

T T&D NoT&D T T&D

Aesthetic emotions

Valence 6.12 (.82) 6.76 (.65) 5.24 (.90) 5.28 (.85) 5.94 (.93)

Arousal 5.59 (.72) 5.62 (.97) 4.80 (1.33) 4.39 (1.25) 4.88 (1.09)

Dominance 5.45 (1.31) 6.03 (1.15) 5.41 (1.33) 5.72 (1.27) 6.24 (1.05)

Origin 4.55 (.90) 4.66 (.80) 5.06 (1.45) 5.27 (1.26) 5.02 (.89)

Significance 4.73 (1.26) 5.17 (.86) 4.36 (1.41) 4.05 (1.41) 4.71 (1.21)

Aesthetic judgments

Understanding 4.04 (1.28) 5.13 (1.45) 3.45 (1.56) 3.75 (1.34) 4.77 (1.22)

Preference 4.76 (1.18) 5.48 (.98) 3.84 (1.03) 3.99 (.89) 4.56 (.91)

T = knowledge of titles; T&D= knowledge of titles and descriptions; NoT&D = no knowledge of titles or de-
scriptions (control condition)
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who were acquainted with the titles and curatorial descriptions
of the works, in comparison to the viewers who knew only the
titles, felt more positive emotions (Mtitles & descriptions = 6.25,
SD = .92 vs. Mtitles = 5.63, SD = .93), a higher degree of con-
trol (Mtitles & descriptions = 6.16, SD = 1.09 vs. Mtitles = 5.61,
SD = 1.28), and considered their experiences to be more sig-
nificant (Mtitles & descriptions = 4.88, SD = 1.11 vs.Mtitles = 4.33,
SD = 1.38).

The MANOVA using knowledge about artworks (3) as
between-participant factors and the five SAM scales scores
as the dependent variables revealed the significant main effect
of artwork knowledge, Wilks’ Λ = .82, F(10, 202) = 2.05,
p = .030, ηp

2 = .09.
Knowledge of artworks significantly influenced two di-

mensions of an affective response: valence and dominance
(see Table 3). Participants who knew both the titles and de-
scriptions felt significantly more pleasure than viewers who
knew only the titles (p = .005) and respondents from a control
group (p = .004). Participants who knew the titles and descrip-
tions felt significantly more dominant than control group par-
ticipants (p = .015) (see Table 2). The remaining pairwise
comparisons were not statistically significant (all ps > .108).

Aesthetic Judgments

The MANOVA with physical context (2) and knowledge
about artworks (2) as between-participant factors and the
two dimensions of aesthetic judgments (understanding and
preference) as the dependent variables were computed. The
analysis showed significant main effects of physical context,
Wilks’ Λ = .84, F(2, 120) = 11.32, p < .001, ηp

2 = .16, knowl-
edge about artworks, Wilks’ Λ = .84, F(2, 120) = 11.51,
p < .001, ηp

2 = .16, and no significant interaction between fac-
tors, Wilks’ Λ = 1.00, F(2, 120) = .09, p = .918.

Physical context had a considerable effect on aesthetic pref-
erence (see Table 3). The viewers who saw the installations in
the gallery, compared to the viewers who saw the artworks in

the classroom, preferred the exhibition more (Mgallery = 5.11,
SD = 1.14 vs Mclassroom = 4.28, SD = .94).

Knowledge about artworks significantly influenced under-
standing and preference (see Table 3). Participants who knew
the titles and descriptions of the installations, compared to the
participants who saw the artworks after getting to know their
titles, rated the exhibition as more understandable (Mtitles &

descriptions = 4.90, SD = 1.32 vs. Mtitles = 3.87, SD = 1.31) and
preferred it (Mtitles & descriptions = 4.91, SD = 1.03 vs. Mtitles =
4.31, SD = 1.08).

The MANOVAwith knowledge about artworks (3) as the
between-participant factors and the aesthetic judgments scores
(understanding preference) as the dependent variables re-
vealed the significant main effect of knowledge about the
artworks, Wilks’Λ = .83, F(4, 208) = 5.15, p = .001, ηp

2 = .09.
Knowledge about the artworks significantly influenced un-

derstanding and preference (see Table 3). Respondents who
knew the titles and descriptions of a work of art rated the
exhibition as more understandable than participants who
knew the titles only (p = .005) and participants who saw the
exhibition in a control condition (p < .001). Similar results
were obtained in relation to the preferences of the exhibition
– participants who knew the titles and descriptions of a work
of art preferred the exhibition more than participants who
knew the titles only (p = .030) and those who saw the exhibi-
tion in a control condition (p = .005) (see Table 2). Other
pairwise comparisons were not statistically significant
(all ps = 1.00).

Discussion

The study aimed to investigate the impact of the physical
context of the reception and knowledge of works of art, de-
rived from the original titles and curatorial descriptions, on the
aesthetic experience (understood as aesthetic emotions and
aesthetic judgments) of installation art. Installations were
viewed in the contemporary art gallery or in the classroom.

Table 3 Effects of physical context and knowledge about artworks on aesthetic emotions and aesthetic judgments: inferential statistics of follow-up
tests for MANOVAs

Physical context (2) Knowledge about artworks (2) Knowledge about artworks (3)

Aesthetic emotions

Valence F(1, 121) = 29.64, p < .001, ηp
2 = .20 F(1, 121) = 18.36, p < .001, ηp

2 = .13 F(2, 105) = 7.31, p = .001, ηp
2 = .12

Arousal F(1, 121) = 25.32, p < .001, ηp
2 = .17 F(1, 121) = 1.86, p = .175, ηp

2 = .02 F(2, 105) = 1.72, p = .185, ηp
2 = .03

Dominance F(1, 121) = 1.20, p = .276, ηp
2 = .01 F(1, 121) = 6.27, p = .014, ηp

2 = .05 F(2, 105) = 4.28, p = .016, ηp
2 = .08

Origin F(1, 121) = 8.66, p = .004, ηp
2 = .07 F(1, 121) = .15, p = .704, ηp

2 = .001 F(2, 105) = .45, p = .640, ηp
2 = .01

Significance F(1, 121) = 6.42, p = .013, ηp
2 = .05 F(1, 121) = 6.00, p = .016, ηp

2 = .05 F(2, 105) = 2.26, p = .109, ηp
2 = .04

Aesthetic judgments

Understanding F(1, 121) = 1.80, p = .183, ηp
2 = .02 F(1, 121) = 19.20, p < .001, ηp

2 = .14 F(2, 105) = 9.30, p < .001, ηp
2 = .15

Preference F(1, 121) = 22.42, p < .001, ηp
2 = .16 F(1, 121) = 13.01, p < .001, ηp

2 = .10 F(2, 105) = 5.98, p = .003, ηp
2 = .10
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The viewers were acquainted with the titles of the artworks
and the curator’s descriptions, only the titles, or they were not
given any of this information. In general, we predicted the
positive effects of gallery context and knowledge about art-
works on the viewers’ experiences. We delineated five re-
search hypotheses and one exploratory question.

The Physical Context and Appreciation
of the Exhibition

Hypothesis 1 is supported, according to which installation art
is appreciated more when perceived in a gallery compared to a
classroom. Participants who viewed installations in the gal-
lery, compared to the viewers in the classroom context, pre-
ferred the exhibition more (aesthetic preferences were a com-
posite score of the dimensions of beauty, fascination, mastery,
and liking). This result extends the effect, according to which
artworks’ appreciation is enhanced in a gallery (or museum)
context (Brieber et al. 2014, 2015b; Grüner et al. 2019; Locher
and Dolese 2004; Locher et al. 1999, 2001; Specker et al.
2017). However, in our study genuine installations were
shown in the gallery, while in the classroom participants
viewed videos presenting installation artworks. This way of
examining the effect of the physical context of the art recep-
tion on aesthetic experiences became the subject of criticism
of researchers who designed an experiment in which they
dissociated the physical context and genuineness factors
(Brieber et al. 2015a) – and did not show the influence of
any of these factors. Interpreting the obtained results, these
researchers argue in favour of the possibility of the occurrence
of an inverse white cube effect, which they explain as follows:
Bthe artistic nature of works might also enhance the artistic
status of the physical context in which they are placed^
(Brieber et al. 2015a, p. 103). Nevertheless, in our opinion,
it is more likely that Brieber and colleagues (Brieber et al.
2015a) did not show the effect of the physical context because
they presented participants photographies – digital reproduc-
tions may look similar to photographic prints. Grüner and
colleagues (Grüner et al. 2019), who dissociated the physical
context and genuineness factors when presenting to partici-
pants paintings on canvas, showed enhanced art judgments
in the gallery context. Moreover, in most studies with a pro-
cedure similar to ours in which an effect of physical context
was found, paintings or collages were used (Brieber et al.
2014, 2015b; Locher and Dolese 2004; Locher et al. 1999,
2001; Specker et al. 2017).

Contextual Information and Understanding
of the Exhibition

Information about the artworks positively influenced the as-
sessment of exhibition intelligibility, which was in line with
Hypothesis 2. At the same time, it turned out that only when

contextual information is provided in the form of the original
curatorial description is the understanding of the exhibi-
tion increased (the participants who knew the titles and
descriptions of the installations, compared to the partic-
ipants who saw the artworks after getting to know their
titles and participants from the control group, rated the
exhibition as more understandable) – which confirms
earlier studies on the reception of art in which descrip-
tion presenting content-specific information enhanced
the understanding of abstract paintings (Russell 2003;
Swami 2013). Why does knowing the original title not
change the understanding of the work compared to the
control situation, in which recipients were not given any
information about the artworks? In previous studies in
which paintings (Jucker et al. 2014; Leder et al. 2006;
Russell and Milne 1997), illustrations, and photographs
(Millis 2001) were assessed, semantically matching titles
increased artworks’ understanding. Perhaps the lack of
the effect of the title itself in our study results from the
metaphorical nature and ambiguity of the titles of most
of the installations presented at the exhibition (cf.
Mullennix et al. 2018). In turn, in descriptions the cu-
rators usually referred to the title, explaining the au-
thor’s intention or the context of the uprising of the
work of art (cf. Appendix), so both the title and the
work of art could become more understandable after
hearing such a description. It is also possible that
viewers did not pay attention to the titles, as the expe-
rience of contemplating art may be more crucial than
background information (cf. Pekarik 2004).

Contextual Information and exhibition’s Appreciation

Participants who knew the titles and descriptions of the instal-
lations preferred the exhibition more than those who knew
only the original titles and those who saw the exhibition in a
control condition; this is consistent with the results of research
on the impact of contextual information on the aesthetic ap-
preciation of paintings (Swami 2013). The obtained results
partly confirmed Hypothesis 3 – viewers who have more con-
textual information about artworks appreciate the exhibition
more because the aesthetic appreciation of participants who
knew the installations’ titles and those who did not know the
titles did not differ. The results of previous studies on the
impact of the title on aesthetic evaluations are not consistent,
likely because different types of titles and different exposure
times were used in the study (cf. Belke et al. 2010; Gerger and
Leder 2015; Jucker et al. 2014; Leder et al. 2006; Millis 2001;
Mullennix et al. 2018). Nevertheless, in some studies, the
effect of knowing the semantically matching titles on art ap-
preciation, compared to the control situation in which the titles
were not given, was not obtained (cf. Gerger and Leder 2015;
Jucker et al. 2014; Leder et al. 2006) – like in current study.
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Belke and colleagues (Belke et al. 2010) illustrated that
the positive effect of the related titles on aesthetic pref-
erence was moderated by the degree of abstraction of
artworks – the effect was especially prominent for rep-
resentational works of art. Therefore, this effect was not
revealed for contemporary art installations, which is
usually far from representative.

The Physical Context and Origin of Aesthetic
Emotions

Hypothesis 4 was confirmed. Observers who experienced the
installation in the contemporary art gallery (compared to par-
ticipants in the classroom) rated their naturally originating
aesthetic emotions to a greater extent. Moreover, participants
who visited the exhibition in the gallery felt more positive
emotions than participants who viewed installations in the
classroom. These results may be interpreted in the context of
two theories. First is Epstein’s (2003) theory of experiential
(based on experiencing the present situation as it is) vs rational
minds (based on rules of logic and conscious interpretations of
present situations in the context of individual knowledge). The
second is the dual-processes theory of emotion-cognition
interactions (Imbir 2016b) stating that the engagement
of natural emotions is typical for experiential mind pro-
cessing, while reflective emotions are typical for rational
mind processing. In the current experiment, aesthetic
reactions to art were more naturally originating (from
the heart). This gives support to the claims of both
theories (Epstein 2003; Imbir 2015). Engagement in
experiencing art in a gallery is associated with increased
natural aesthetic emotions towards this art. This finding
is significant because due to the measurement of origin
dimension, we have found a clear difference resulting
from the intangible and very subjective factor: the aura
of the art gallery. Consequently, we can confirm that
experiencing live art evokes different aesthetic emotions.

The Physical Context and Subjective Significance
of Aesthetic Emotions

Hypothesis 5 was also confirmed. Participants who experi-
enced the installation in the contemporary art gallery rated
their aesthetic emotions as being more subjectively important
than participants who experienced the artworks in the class-
room. Moreover, viewers were more aroused in the gallery
than in the classroom context. Therefore, the aesthetic affec-
tive reactions of participants viewing the exhibition in an art
gallery were associated with a greater degree of activation,
both of arousal (related to the experiential mind) and subjec-
tive (related to the rational mind) significance (Epstein 2003;
Imbir 2016b). From the theoretical point of view, this is a
remarkable result, showing that engagement in the art gallery

experience triggers not only experiential aesthetics (concluded
as a result of the confirmation of Hypothesis 4) but also the
rational mind interpretations. The special aura accompanying
artworks’ exposition in the gallery (cf. Hayn-Leichsenring
2017) should be interpreted in terms of feeling the subjective
significance of the experience. Although the experiential pro-
cesses are likely more important in art perception (cf. Imbir
2016b; Jarymowicz and Imbir 2015), one may expect that the
specificity of art exhibitions also triggers a reflective aspect of
the mind, resulting in the subjective qualities of aesthetical
judgments. In the current study, we have provided the mea-
surable operationalization of such sophisticated experiences
during perceptions of art that were indeed susceptible to the
form of the art presentation.

How Does Contextual Information Knowledge
Change the Emotional Experience of Installation Art?

We discovered that the information about a piece of installa-
tion art changed the following dimensions of aesthetic emo-
tions: valence – to more positive, dominance – to a higher
degree of control, and subjective significance – to more sig-
nificant (but not if only the groups in the classroom context
were analysed – probably due to the results of the control
group, which were slightly higher than the results of the group
that knew the title and slightly lower than the results of the
group that knew both the title and curatorial description – cf.
Table 2).

Our results replicate the results of earlier studies
showing that content-specific information about artwork
positively influenced viewers’ emotions (cf. Gerger and
Leder 2015; Millis 2001). However, our results showed
that only information in the form of a curatorial descrip-
tion changed the emotional experiences of the recipi-
ents, and the title itself did not influence aesthetic emo-
tions. The titles also did not affect the assessment of the
hedonic value of artworks in earlier studies using a
between-participants design (Russell 2003; Russell and
Milne 1997) but did affect research using a within-
participants design (Russell 2003). The within-
participants methodology seems to be more capable of
detecting subtle changes in the aesthetic pleasantness,
while in our study a between-participants design was
used.

Current Study Strengths and Limitations

We are of the opinion that using SAM ratings to measure
within the field of empirical aesthetics, including both tradi-
tional dimensions of affect, e.g. valence, arousal, and domi-
nance, is a strength (Lang 1980) – which is rare in this field of
research (however, Szubielska (2018) used the SAM valence
measurement and Szubielska et al. (2018c) used the SAM
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valence and arousal measurements in their study on
children’s reception of contemporary art in a gallery),
and the measurement of recently-proposed dimensions
of an origin and subjective significance (Imbir 2016b;
Jarymowicz and Imbir 2015). So far, this has only been
used in assessing emotional reactions to musical (Imbir
and Gołąb 2017), but not visual, art aesthetic stimuli.
Another strength is that for the first time, we tested how
a physical context and knowledge about artworks influ-
ence the reception of installation art.

Among the limitations of the current study, we have to
discuss several issues. First, the SAM approach to measuring
aesthetic emotions is not free from verbalization potentially
influencing the emotions themselves. Some verbalization is
needed to give the answer and communicate it. We assume
that the translation of feeling into the numbered answer occurs
after the decision-making stage (a decision is made with
the use of a figurative scale). For that reason, this effect
should not be substantial and should not disturb the
actual feelings. Second, our study has the same limita-
tion as most of the previous research on the effect of
the physical context of art on aesthetic experience
(Brieber et al. 2014, 2015b; Locher and Dolese 2004;
Locher et al. 1999, 2001; Specker et al. 2017); namely,
genuine installations were shown in the gallery, while in
the classroom, participants viewed videos presenting in-
stallation artworks. Third, in the current study a social
component was present – viewers might observe other
participants in the exhibition (during the visit in the
gallery) or the video showing people interacting with
the installations (in a classroom context). The time
needed to view works of art depends on whether we
view them ourselves or in a group of people (Smith and
Smith 2001; Smith et al. 2017), although the viewing time is
correlated with art appreciation (Brieber et al. 2014). It is
possible that we would obtain different results if the partici-
pants were viewing installations in a context deprived of other
people. Fourth, the control condition (the lack of information
about works of art) was introduced only for the classroom
context, so we still do not know if knowing just the original
titles changes the aesthetic experience of the installation art
viewed in the gallery. There are exhibitions in which the titles
are not placed on the walls but, for example, on a specially
prepared map available in the gallery as supplementary mate-
rial for the exhibition. In such a situation, it could prove help-
ful to take a group that does not know the titles or descriptions
of the works and test the effect of knowing only the title on the
aesthetic experience of the viewers of the art gallery. Fifth, we
controlled participants’ interests and knowledge about art by
measuring them on single scales. Recently, however, a reliable
and validated tool for measuring these dimensions has been
developed – the Vienna Art Interest and Art Knowledge
Questionnaire (Specker et al. 2018).

Conclusions

Our results are consistent with previous studies demonstrating
that the physical context of the exhibition space (gallery or
museum) intensifies the aesthetic experience of artworks
(Brieber et al. 2014, 2015b; Grüner et al. 2019; Locher and
Dolese 2004; Locher et al. 1999, 2001; Specker et al. 2017)
but also grants new insights into empirical aesthetics – as the
influence of physical context had not been tested so far in case
of the installation art. Additionally, we have provided a com-
petent new method to use in assessments of aesthetic emo-
tions, namely the SAM scales for the origin and the subjective
significance, both of which show susceptibility to the form of
art presentation.

The results of our study are in accordance with the fluency-
affect-liking hypothesis (cf. Belke et al. 2010; Reber et al.
2004) – as the curatorial information positively influenced
both aesthetic emotion and the appreciation of works of art,
and with the model of aesthetic appreciation and aesthetic
judgments (Leder et al. 2004). This is because in a condition
where installations were better understood, they were also
more appreciated.

The results obtained may have some implications for mu-
seum and art gallery staff. The context of the gallery increased
the aesthetic experience of the recipients. However, for
recipients who view exhibitions of art installations out-
side the gallery, one can influence the improvement of
aesthetic experiences by providing them with a curato-
rial description of the works of art. Contextual informa-
tion can be available, for example, on galleries’ websites,
and it is worth providing curatorial information connected
with photos or videos presenting a piece of work of art on
these sites.
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Appendix

Works shown in the interactive Art Ingredients
exhibition

1. Basia Bańda and Tomasz Relewicz, Sunflower (2018)
[Pol. Słonecznik]

Possible interaction with the artwork:

Arranging constructions from coloured elements of vari-
ous shapes and textures that connect as a result of hidden
magnets.

Curatorial information:

BThere is a rock formation called Sunflower in the higher
part of the Karkonosze. It is a hill that survived erosion by
wind and rain and is made of several cracked granite
monadnocks. Sunflower is the most famous and best vis-
ible rock formation in the Karkonosze. Its unique shape is
the effect of a very slow and natural weathering process
where elements less resistant to weather conditions are
gradually removed and the solid rock remains.
Sunflower rises up to the sky like a flower but it is not
the real origin of the rock’s name. This comes from when
the locals could tell it was noon when the sun was up
above the rock. The work of Basia Bańda and Tomek
Relewicz is composed of several elements of different
shapes, just like the Sunflower rock. They can be freely
combined to create your own rock formations. They are
connected by magnets, just as in the Solar System, the
Sun in the Sunflower rises up to the sky like a flower, the
Sun in the centre and celestial bodies are bound by
gravitation.^

2. Alicja Bielawska, At This Time of Day Even Shadows
Have Colours (2018) [Pol. O tej porze dnia nawet cienie
są w kolorze]

Possible interaction with the artwork:

Entering interior spaces surrounded by colourful fabrics;
sitting or lying on colourful mattresses that are arranged
inside these spaces on the floor; changing mattresses in
places and combining them with tissues of a different
colour.

Curatorial information:

BThe light lets us see the colours. We can see how
different a colour is in natural or artificial light
and depending on the time of day. Each of us sees

colours differently. We have different associations
with each colour depending on our memories.
Alicja Bielawska wanted to literally immerse her-
self in colours so she created spaces inviting visi-
tors to stay among colours. Using thin fabrics
gently transmitting light, the artist separated circu-
lar rooms. Those small spaces with waving walls
give visitors the chance not only to see but to feel
the colour as well. The colours may be as fleeting
as light or as palpable as the texture of the fabric.
The colours of hanging fabrics are matched with
mattresses where visitors may sit or rest or move
around to see how the colours interact, attract or
repel each other.^

3. Zuzanna Czebatul, Love and Anger Intertwined (2017)
[Pol. Przeplatanie miłości i gniewu]

Possible interaction with the artwork:

Laying soft elements (resembling toys in the shape
of elongated hands and legs) creating an installation
in a pattern/tangle according to one’s own preferences;
covering the elements of the installation; walking in
the tangle of elements or lying on/under/between
them.

Curatorial information:

BThey say there is a thin line between love and
hatred. These two feelings can intertwine and some-
times it is hard to say if we would like to hug, or
rather kick a person. Zuzanna Czebatul, the artist,
illustrated this relationship with objects that are soft
to the touch and shaped like human arms and feet.
Intertwined, they create a composition where it’s
impossible to tell the upper and lower limbs apart.
We can manipulate them as we wish; give a high-
five or get a hug and become lost in the tangle of
nice shapes.^

4. Michał Frydrych,How to Protect Yourself From theMoon
Thieves? (2018) [Pol. Jak bronić się przed złodziejami
księżyca?]

Possible interaction with the artwork:

Arranging the revolver from the available elements
(which is impossible, because there are a lot of the parts
resembling elements of a revolver, but which cannot be
combined in a whole – however, viewers are not in-
formed of this) or something else entirely, according to
one’s own wishes.
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Curatorial information:

BIf there is one thing we are born with, it must be the
unrestricted ability to create and abandon imaginary
worlds. The younger we are, the better we are at it. We
easily jump between the roles, from lion tamers to space
conquerors. We tend to live in worlds magically created
by books, films, and computer games. And we change the
realms as easily as others change socks. However, it does
not last forever. The world mischievously deprives us of
the freedom we are born with and, before we know it, we
become prisoners of the one common reality with pro-
cesses beyond our control. Freedom must be protected!
Michał Frydrych gives us the gun to arm us for the fight.
The enlarged and disassembled in to dozens of parts
Beretta 92 FS model is painted in cheerful colours.
Girls and boys, women and men, all can play with it.
You can do with it anything your imagination tells you
to; build a skyscraper, igloo, barricade, canoe, or threaten
the moon thieves. It’s an experiment. We’ll see if it
works.^

5. Barbara Gryka, What Is in the Head? (2018) [Pol. Co się
w głowie mieści?]

Possible interaction with the artwork:

Drawing lots of cards with saved pairs of opposing emo-
tions; drawing images of these emotions on the wall with
crayons inside a marked area.

Curatorial information:

BThe artist seeks to understand how children perceive
emotions. Do they understand what is happening to them
when they feel grief, joy, or anger? During the exhibition,
the children will illustrate pairs of emotions. They will
create portraits of abstract concepts. At the end of the
exhibition, the artist will make soft toys according to
children’s works. This artwork is a kind of experiment
that Gryka wants to conduct at the exhibition. She will
verify if all children perceive emotions in similar ways
and if it is possible to recreate them in a visual shape.^

6. Mateusz Kula, Hello, Fun Adventure! (2018) [Pol. Witaj,
wesoła przygodo!]

Possible interaction with the artwork:

Entering the room created by the artist; lying on the bed;
sitting on a large inflatable ball; climbing onto the balco-
ny protruding from the wall; changing clothes hanging on
hangers; looking over colourful magazines.

Curatorial information:

BWhen you leave a room, you enter the backyard; and
going back - when you leave the backyard, you enter the
room. Mateusz Kula’s installation is a combination of the
two spaces. It contains elements taken from reality and
transformed by the artist: enlarged balls from children’s
toys, a twisted carpet hanger, a bed, or a mysterious bal-
cony protruding from the wall. All elements are tightly
covered with wallpapers with enlarged graphics taken
from computer and role-playing games. These are not
specific shapes but rather small abstract parts of graphics
from gaming magazines like The Secret Service, The
Gambler, and Sword and Sorcery [Magia i Miecz], etc.
A collection of costumes supplements the installation.
Wearing them, the visitors become part of the installation
and their activity complements the space designed by the
artist.^

7. Sarah Evelyn Marsh, Connection (2018) [Pol. Połączenie]

Possible interaction with the artwork:

Bending longitudinal elements and combining them into
different structures; touching and sniffing existing or cre-
ated structures.

Curatorial information:

BEach of us has drawn at least one line in our lifetime.
Perhaps it was a straight line or a swirl, thick or thin, a
careless scribble, or a careful work. What would happen
if a flat line went into space? Would it still retain all its
properties? Sarah Evelyn Marsh encourages you to enter
into an artwork and experience the spatial lines with your
hands and feet and skin. You can move the objects and
change their form and shape.What happens to them then?
Do they become part of your body, an additional element
or your safe shelter? Each object has a unique texture,
colour, and smell. It takes time to test all the options.
The photographs can be seen as tips and inspirations to
create your own layouts and meanings.^

8. Aleka Polis, Cyclooxitocine (United Colors of the Skin)
(2007–2018) [Pol. Cyklooksytocyna (Zjednoczone kolory
skóry)]

Possible interaction with the artwork:

Laying the tower with cubic sponge elements – the larg-
est at the base, smaller and smaller at the next levels of the
tower; arranging any other construction of cubic coloured
elements of various sizes (e.g. a wall or a house).
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Curatorial information:

BThe idea was born during a scholarship in Stockholm in
2007 at the Day of Languages. Four colours symbolize
the four skin colours which stand for the multiculturalism
of modern society and intertwining cultures. A tower and
a mural – guards of the right to freedom for all the people
regardless of skin colour, political views, origin, and re-
ligion. Each cube is half the volume of the previous one.
Towards the end, they have almost the same colour. Four
squares (in a two-dimensional version) or cubes (in a
three-dimensional version) are the beginning and the base
of this form. The form has its beginning but no end. The
base can be endlessly divided by adding ever smaller
modules. This form was displayed in the Follow the
White Rabbit [Podążaj za białym królikiem] exhibition
in Bunkier Sztuki in 2010 and in Museum am Ostwall in
Dortmund in 2012 as a spatial model with an infinite
number of four divisions.^

9. Kamil Stańczak, Hypno-Paintings (2018) [Pol.
Hipnoobrazy]

Possible interaction with the artwork:

Rotating each of two adjacent paintings in the same or
opposite direction, at identical or different speeds.

10. Kamil Stańczak, Stream (2018) [Pol. Strumień]

Possible interaction with the artwork:

Spinning a crank at different speeds, which puts the
mechanism of the Stream in motion.

11. Kamil Stańczak, Magnetic Malewicz (2018) [Pol.
Malewicz magnetyczny]

Possible interaction with the artwork:

Arranging magnetic elements on the canvas (it is possible
to form a figurative composition referring to Malewicz’s
artwork or any other composition).

Curatorial information to Kamil Stańczak’s installations:

BThe hypnotic, rotating images are inspired by a simple
observation of sunrises and sunsets. The immovable or-
ange dot symbolizes the central star of the Solar System,
with geometric shapes rotating around it like parts of a
landscape. The starting point of the perfectly traditional
painting on canvas was a digital camera picture. The artist
creates pairs of almost identical images with slight

differences in small elements. Starting with the observa-
tion of nature, the artist simplifies the landscape, transfers
it on to canvas and sets it in motion resembling the mov-
ing image on a telephone or camera screen.
A similar principle is used in the painting machine –
Stream. It is a recording of the paint dripping off a wall
or the painting process illustrated by the special construc-
tion of several dozen colourful spots.
Magnetic Malewicz invites you to play with a reproduc-
tion of a painting by the famous avant-garde artist.
Stańczak notices a certain similarity of colour elements
on Malewicz’s paintings with simple children’s puzzles
and illustrations and invites viewers to create their own
version of the painting.^
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